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A Bloody Habit
Ignatius of Antioch- The Man who Faced Lions is the story of a hero. He was a
follower of Jesus Christ. He was prepared to live and die for his Lord. And one dayhe faced lions.

From Fire, by Water
Written for the candidates in junior high and high school (or older), this YOUCAT
Confirmation book provides in-depth preparation for receiving the Sacrament of
Confirmation. Designed in the same popular format as the best-selling YOUCAT,
this book has interesting, lively text on many spiritual topics and themes to help
the student be well prepared to receive the Sacrament. It also includes many good
questions throughout the book that youth ask about the faith, God, Jesus, the
Church, etc., and the answers are cross referenced with either the Bible or with
YOUCAT. Among the topics covered are: Why the World is Broken, Jesus-More than
a Mere Man, In Search of the Holy Spirit, Prayer-Staying in Touch with God, The
Church, Eucharist, Confession, the Rite of Confirmation, and more. Like Youcat, the
creative design includes many fun illustrations, color pictures, quotes from saints,
popes and scripture, and the favorite Òmoving stick figuresÓ at the bottom of each
page. Ê

Our Life in the Church
In these pages Benedict XVI shares his reasons for retiring from the papacy in 2013
in an interview with the author. Many saw his astonishing retirement as a sign of
the Church's decline, but he intended it as a seed sown in the hope of bringing the
Church a younger, more vigorous leadership in the face of daunting challenges.
Among those challenges are the financial and sexual scandals that continue to
undermine the Church's mission. When Ratzinger was elected Pope in 2005, he
opened a path of purification for the Church, while calling upon the Western world
to return to its Christian roots and to build a new humanism for the twenty-first
century, and his call for renewal is still relevant. Widely recognized as one of the
most important theologians and spiritual leaders of our time, Joseph Ratzinger
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served throughout the papacy of John Paul II as the Prefect of the Congregation for
the Doctrine of the Faith. Both men had witnessed how atheistic philosophies and
war had ravaged twentieth-century Europe, and they shared in the effort of
revealing to modern man his need for God, for redemption in Jesus Christ.

Ignatius of Antioch
For most people most of the time, prayer is hard. It is especially difficult—not to
mention unsatisfying—when people experience it as formal, dry, and repetitious.
But what might happen if you discovered a simple prayer that changed all that?
What if you discovered a prayer that changed you? In A Simple, Life-Changing
Prayer, Jim Manney introduces Christians to a 500-year-old form of prayer that
dramatically altered his perception of prayer and the way he prayed. The prayer is
the examen, which St. Ignatius Loyola developed for the purpose of nurturing a
reflective habit of mind that is constantly attuned to God’s presence. What makes
the prayer so powerful is its capacity to dispel any notion that God is somewhere
“up there,” detached from our day-to-day tasks and concerns. Instead, the examen
leads us into a relationship with a God who desires to be personally caught up in
the lives of those whom he created. By following five simple yet powerful steps for
praying the examen, we can encounter the God who, as Scripture tells us, “is not
far from each one of us”—the God whose presence in our lives can make all the
difference in the world. Also available in Spanish! Una oración sencilla que cambia
la vida

The Poor Old Liberal Arts
The Jesuit Guide to (Almost) Everything
The [book] intends to implement the authentic approach in Catholic catechesis
given to the Church in the recent documents of the Holy See -[P. 4].

The Ignatian Adventure
The philosopher Paul Weiss once observed, "Philosophers let theories get in the
way of what they and everyone else know." For many, the very word
"philosophical" has become all but synonymous with "impractical". Yet whether we
like it or not, almost every corner of our lives—from dissertation writing to channel
surfing—brings us face to face with competing philosophies and world views, each
claiming to tell us definitively what it means to be human. How can we know which
one is right? And what difference does it make? To Robert McTeigue, S.J., it makes
every difference in the world. Consciously or not, we all have a world view, and it
decides how we live. In this book, McTeigue gives a funny and invigorating crash
course in practical logic, metaphysics, anthropology, and ethics, equipping readers
with a tool kit for breaking down and evaluating the thought systems—some good,
some toxic—that swirl around us, and even within us. In McTeigue, classical
philosophy finds a contemporary voice, accessible to the layman and engaging to
the scholar. Real Philosophy for Real People is an answer to those philosophies that
prize theory over truth, to any metaphysics that cannot account for itself, to
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anthropologies that are unworthy of the human person, and to ethical systems that
reduce the great dignity and destiny of the human person. As the author insists, "A
key test of any philosophy is: Can it be lived?" With Thomas Aquinas, this book
teaches not only how to know the truth, but how to love it and to do it.

The Field
Book of SaintsWho are the saints, why are the lives of saints important for children,
and what can children learn from lives and actions? In Loyola Kids Book of Saints,
the first in the Loyola Kids series, best-selling author Amy Welborn answers these
questions with exciting and inspiring stories, real-life applications, and important
information about these heroes of the church. This inspiring collection of saints’
stories explains how saints become saints, why we honor them, and how they help
us even today. Featuring more than sixty saints from throughout history and from
all over the world, Loyola Kids Book of Saints introduces children to these
wonderful role models and heroes of the church. Ages 8-12.

At Play in the Lions' Den
The Didache Bible presents extensive commentaries, based on the Catechism of
the Catholic Church, for each of the books of the Holy Bible. It also includes
numerous apologetical inserts to assist the reader in understanding the Church's
teachings on current issues. It uses the Revised Standard Version, Second Catholic
Edition translation of the complete text of Sacred Scriptures, Old and New
Testaments. This Bible version is considered by many Catholic leaders and authors,
including Peter Kreeft and Scott Hahn, as the most beautiful English translation of
the Bible today. The Didache Bible is a valuable resource for students and those
participating in Scripture studies. Ideal for anyone seeking a deeper understanding
of the Catholic faith and intended to be accessible by all Catholics in its level of
scriptural scholarship. SPECIAL FEATURES: -Twenty-seven full-color biblical maps,
including the journeys of Jesus Christ. -More than 100 apologetical explanations
that help to answer common questions about the faith -Comprehensive, forty-three
page glossary and a topical index. -imprimatur and nihil obstat

The Spirit of the Liturgy -- Commemorative Edition
Common to people of every time and place is a longing for the truth. We want to
know! We want to know the purpose of our life, why we are here on earth, where
we came from, whether there is a God, who this God is, whether there is an
afterlife, and so much more! These most basic and fundamental questions are
hopefully in the forefront of our minds. And if they are not, it's never too late to
start! This book offers some of the answers to these questions. It offers the
answers found in our Creed. At first, the Creed can seem dry and unimpressive. It
can even seem confusing and overly academic. But when properly understood, the
Creed holds the answer to the questions we so deeply seek. So dig into the faith
we have been given and let God's revelation change your life! About this Series:
The My Catholic Life! series is a three volume series written as a complete
summary of our glorious Catholic faith! The goal of these books is to answer the
difficult and deep questions of life in a clear and understandable way. We need to
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know who we are and what life is all about. And we need to know who God is and
what He has spoke to us through the ages. This volume: Volume One, My Catholic
Faith! is a summary of the Apostles and Nicene Creed. This volume looks at
everything from the creation of the world to God’s eternal plan of salvation. Other
topics include: Afterlife, saints, God, faith, and the Church. It is a summary of the
teaching of the Catechism of the Catholic Church #1-1065. Volume Two, My
Catholic Worship! is a summary of the life of grace found in prayer and the
Sacraments. So often the Sacraments can be seen as dry and empty rituals. But
they are, in reality, the greatest treasures we have! They are God’s true presence
among us! It is a summary of the Catechism of the Catholic Church #1066-1684
and #2558-2865. Volume Three, My Catholic Morals! is a summary of the morality
itself, knowing how we choose right from wrong, as well as a summary of all the
moral teachings of our faith. It is a summary of the Catechism of the Catholic
Church #1691-2557. Nihil Obstat & Imprimatur granted.

Our Life in the Church
Man cannot live without love. His life is senseless if love is not revealed to him, if
he does not encounter love, if he does not experience it and make it his own, if he
does not participate intimately in it. — John Paul II, Redemptor Hominis If you were
asked what immediately comes to mind when you hear the words "Catholic
Church", would you answer "an intimate relationship with the God who loves me"?
If not, you would do well to read this engaging and thought-provoking book which
explains why such a relationship is the reason for everything the Church does and
teaches. Professor Edward Sri will show you how all the pieces of the Catholic faith,
including the most baffling ones, fit together to make one beautiful mosaic of God's
love for us and our own participation in that all-encompassing love. Using the
Catechism of the Catholic Church as his itinerary, Sri will walk you through all the
important aspects of the Catholic Church—what Catholics believe about God and
the difference it should make in life. Along the way he addresses such often-heard
questions as: Why do I need the Church—can't I be spiritual on my own?Isn't one
religion just as good as another?How is the death of a man two thousand years ago
relevant for my life today?Why does the Church talk so much about morality? Can't
I make up my own morals?Is it really our responsibility to care for the poor—
doesn't God help those who help themselves?Why do Catholics and Protestants
disagree? Must Catholics worship Mary and always obey the pope? More than an
intellectual enterprise, this work is also a deep spiritual reflection and a practical
guide to living out our faith in Christ. It aims to form both the head and the heart,
not only helping us to understand Jesus and his plan of salvation, but inspiring us
to love God and our neighbor better.

My Catholic Faith!
"The priesthood is going through a dark time", according to Pope Emeritus
Benedict XVI and Robert Cardinal Sarah. "Wounded by the revelation of so many
scandals, disconcerted by the constant questioning of their consecrated celibacy,
many priests are tempted by the thought of giving up and abandoning everything."
In this book, the pope emeritus and the prefect of the Congregation for Divine
Worship and the Discipline of the Sacraments give their brother priests, and the
whole Church, a message of hope. They honestly address the spiritual challenges
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faced by priests today, while pointing to deeper conversion to Jesus Christ as the
key to faithful and fruitful priestly ministry and genuine reform. Benedict XVI and
Cardinal Sarah "fraternally offer these reflections to the people of God and, of
course, in a spirit of filial obedience, to Pope Francis", who has said, "I think that
celibacy is a gift for the Church. . . . I don't agree with allowing optional celibacy,
no." Responding to calls for refashioning the priesthood, including proposals from
participants in the Amazonian Synod, two wise, spiritually astute pastors explain
the importance of priestly celibacy for the good of the whole Church. Drawing on
Vatican II, they present celibacy as not just "a mere precept of ecclesiastical law",
but as a sharing in Jesus' sacrifice on the Cross and his identity as Bridegroom of
the Church.

Love Unveiled
Jesus Our Life
Faith and Certitude
Although many Catholics are familiar with the four Gospels and other writings of
the New Testament, for most, reading the Old Testament is like walking into a
foreign land. Who wrote these forty-six books? When were they written? Why were
they written? What are we to make of their laws, stories, histories, and prophecies?
Should the Old Testament be read by itself or in light of the New Testament? John
Bergsma and Brant Pitre offer readable in-depth answers to these questions as
they introduce each book of the Old Testament. They not only examine the
literature from a historical and cultural perspective but also interpret it
theologically, drawing on the New Testament and the faith of the Catholic Church.
Unique among introductions, this volume places the Old Testament in its liturgical
context, showing how its passages are employed in the current Lectionary used at
Mass. Accessible to nonexperts, this thorough and up-to-date introduction to the
Old Testament can serve as an idea textbook for biblical studies. Its unique
approach, along with its maps, illustrations, and other reference materials, makes
it a valuable resource for seminarians, priests, Scripture scholars, theologians, and
catechists, as well as anyone seeking a deeper understanding of the Bible.

To Raise the Fallen
This engaging memoir covers fifty years of a lifetime spent in education—from
student to university president. The author presents a theme of profound
importance for society in general and for the future of education in particular—the
loss of the liberal arts in our time, and how to regain them. When young Robert
Gannon was a college freshman in the early twentieth century, it was unthinkable
that there would ever be a time when Greek and Latin would not be an essential
part of the college curriculum. But over the next several decades, in a world
radically altered by two world wars, he saw the liberal arts retreat before the New
Materialism. With wit and charm Gannon recounts colorful episodes and amusing
experiences from his many years involved with education and the liberal arts. He
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reflects on the great impact for good that the liberal arts have had in forming
generations of students, and why their loss is such a tragedy. His trenchant
remarks on the state of modern education in America and its future prospects
make The Poor Old Liberal Arts a spirited, enjoyable, and insightful work.

Child's Bible History
The Life of Grace
The beloved and timeless King James Version is made available in an edition priced
right for Sunday schools, Bible clubs, church presentations, and giveaways.
Offering affordable quality, these handsome award Bibles will withstand heavy use
thanks to better quality paper and supple but sturdy cover material. A great way to
honor special achievements-at a budget-conscious price A spectrum of attractive
colors-black, burgundy, blue, royal purple, dark green, and white-suit any occasion
Imitation leather, 640 pages, 5 8 inches Clear 7-point type Color maps and
presentation page The words of Christ in red 32 pages of study helps Sewn binding
Shipped with an attractive four-color half-wrap and shrink-wrap.

My Catholic Worship!
Condemned to burn in the eighth circle of Dante's Hell, Odysseus, legendary thief
and liar of Homer's Odyssey and Iliad, decides he is going to break out. His
adventure begins with a prayer to Athena Parthenos, who appears to him bearing
gifts: his armor, his famous bow, a mysterious leather pouch, and seven unusual
arrows. She then sends him on a quest through the Underworld along with
Diomedes, his friend from the Trojan War who had been sharing in his eternal
punishment. To complete their escape, the goddess warns them, they must
recover their squandered honor and learn to use "the eighth arrow". At turns
exciting, humorous, and edifying, this action-packed epic follows Odysseus and
Diomedes as they journey through all the circles of Dante's Hell, where they
encounter various characters from Greek mythology, ancient history, and
Renaissance literature, including Helen of Troy, Cerberus, Penelope, Homer,
Harpies, Centaurs, and eventually Satan himself. With witty banter and wily
stratagems, the two Greek warriors fight their way through the obstacles that
stand between them and redemption. The Eighth Arrow is a thoroughly
entertaining jailbreak story. Full of allusions to great works of old, it is also gently
educational, and as such it can be read as a guide or a companion to Dante's
Inferno and the works of Homer.

God Moments
Irish military chaplain Fr. Willie Doyle, S.J., died in action during the Battle of
Passchendaele on August 16, 1917, having been hit by a German shell while
rushing to the aid of wounded soldiers trapped in No Man's Land. In To Raise the
Fallen, Patrick Kenny introduces readers to this remarkable man, whose faith,
heroic courage and generosity in the trenches of World War I continue to inspire
Christians and non-Christians alike. To Raise the Fallen includes a selection of
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Willie Doyle's rich and vivid letters from the front, along with diary entries, prayers,
spiritual writings and extracts from the pamphlets that made him a publishing
sensation across Europe in the early years of the twentieth century. Fr. Doyle's
compassion, cheerfulness and humility, alongside his great valor in wartime, are a
testament to his commitment to Christ. His final act of bravery epitomizes Christ's
words that there "is no greater love than to lay down one's life for one's friends".
Those who knew Fr. Doyle testified to his heroic virtue. They witnessed his
fearlessness in the face of enemy fire as he rescued the wounded, anointed the
dying and buried the dead. His letters home reveal both his deep faith and his
great humor, even in the face of unspeakable horrors. His daily conquest of himself
in little things over many years prepared him for his selfless service on the
battlefield.

The Spiritual Exercises of St. Ignatius
The highly regarded Dubay (Fire Within) presents a thorough and concise analysis
of the critical questions and issues concerning faith and certitude in our day.
Written in a very readable, inspirational and sometimes humorous style, Dubay
cuts through the relativism and skepticism of our time and exposes the deepest
roots of error, whether scientific or religious. He shows how anyone committed to
an honest search for truth and goodness can attain a rock solid religious certitude
that will not be shaken by developments in human events and academic studies.

The Catholic Faith
In Abide in the Heart of Christ, Rev. Joe Laramie, S.J., offers accessible wisdom from
the foundations of Jesuit spirituality—St. Ignatius Loyola’s Spiritual Exercises—in a
ten-day personal retreat that will help you encounter Christ, grow your relationship
with him, and shape your heart. Laramie is your guide through this accessible
retreat into the heart of Jesus. Based on a structure and approach he developed as
a retreat leader at White House Jesuit Retreat in St. Louis, Laramie introduces you
to classic themes of the Christian life, including sin, forgiveness, and creation. This
book also helps you learn how to use key scripture passages to reflect on your own
experiences. Each reflection includes teachings from the Spiritual Exercises and
offers examples from Laramie’s own life. Reflection questions and activities guide
you in further contemplation to help you see what’s in your heart, encounter Christ
in your daily life, and live more fully in his love each day.

Credo
The Old and New Testaments. An abridged version of Ignatius Schuster's Bible
History. Appropriate for reading to 3rd through 5th graders or letting 4th and
above read on their own—actually, suitable for all ages. An old favorite of
catechists. Teachers can provide their classes with wonderful supplemental
reading, and parents can explainthe famous Bible stories to their youngsters.
Includes 43 beautiful drawings of biblical events.

YOUCAT Confirmation
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Understanding the Scriptures
This Vision book for youth 9 - 15 years old tells the exciting, dramatic story of St.
Ignatius of Loyola and the order he founded, the Society of Jesus. As a young man,
Ignatius had dreams of an adventurous life as a soldier. His dreams, however, did
not come true the way he had hoped. Seriously wounded in battle, the soldier
Ignatius had a profound conversion to Christ during his period of healing and
recovery. He abandoned a promising career in the military and dedicated the rest
of his life to the service of Christ and the Church. This book tells of his starting one
of the most influential orders in the church, and gives a graphic account of his
adventures, his many encounters with popes, kings and emperors, and the great
work the Jesuits did in spreading the Gospel. Illustrated

The Eighth Arrow
NOW AVAILABLE IN SPANISH AS La aventura ignaciana! Third Place, Prayers &
Spirituality category ACP Excellence in Publishing Awards, 2012 There is no better
guide than St. Ignatius Loyola if one desires to discover how faith and everyday life
can thrive together. In The Ignatian Adventure, Kevin O’Brien, SJ, follows St.
Ignatius’s lead and offers today’s time-strapped individual a unique way of
“making” the Spiritual Exercises in daily life. The first part of O’Brien’s book
provides helpful background information, including a brief history of St. Ignatius, an
explanation of the Spiritual Exercises and their purpose, and a description of
different ways to make the Exercises. The book’s core offers 32 weeks of prayer
and meditations to draw participants into a deeper encounter with God. But what
truly sets this book apart from other 19th annotations is how O’Brien has woven
throughout the chapters his own personal accounts of living out the Exercises in
everyday life. Through his deeply moving stories, readers discover how the
Exercises intersect with the real world. The Ignatian Adventure is an ideal resource
for spiritual directors, but its user-friendly, down-to-earth style also makes it
perfect for any individual seeking a deeper life of prayer.

Three Philosophies of Life
A short, popular biography of the ardent Spanish soldier who, while recuperating
from a battle wound, was converted to the service of Christ by reading a Catholic
book. He initially did great penance, became holy, went to study at the University
of Paris, wrote his Spiritual Exercises, gathered a following of brilliant holy men,
and then founded the Jesuits.

A Catholic Introduction to the Bible
"The field is a place of cultivation and of battle. In this volume the nineteenth
century Christian saint and teacher Ignatius (Brianchaninov) instructs his readers
in the cultivation of the field of their hearts, with the aim of producing a harvest of
virtues both pleasing to God and of Benefit to all humankind. Drawing on his own
military background, St Ignatius recognizes that this cultivation requires discipline
and awareness of the enemies who thwart our efforts to live a holy life. His words
combine spiritual wisdom with reflections on nature that hint at the joy awaiting
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those who embrace the saint's call." --pg 4 of cover.

The Didache Bible
"I've been a philosopher for all my adult life and the three most profound books of
philosophy that I have ever read are Ecclesiastes, Job, and Song of Songs." These
are the opening lines of Kreeft's Three Philosophies of Life. He reflects that there
are ultimately only three philosophies of life and each one is represented by one of
these books of the Bible-life is vanity; life is suffering; life is love. In these three
books Kreeft shows how we have Dante's great epic The Divine Comedy played
out, from Hell to Purgatory to Heaven. But it is an epic played out in our hearts and
lives, here and now. Just as there is movement in Dante's epic, so there is
movement in these books, from Ecclesiates to Job, from Job to Song of Songs. Love
is the final answer to Ecclesiastes' quest, the alternative to vanity, and the true
meaning of life. Finally, Kreeft sees in these books the epitome of theological
virtues of faith, hope and love and "an esstential summary of the spiritual history
of the world".

Benedict XVI: His Life and Thought
Abide in the Heart of Christ
It is 1900, the dawn of a new century. Even as the old Queen's health fails,
Victorian Britain stands monumental and strong upon a mountain of technological,
scientific, and intellectual progress. For John Kemp, a straight-forward,
unimaginative London lawyer, life seems reassuringly predictable yet forwardleaning, that is, until a foray into the recently published sensationalist novel
Dracula, united with a chance meeting with an eccentric Dominican friar, catapults
him into a bizarre, violent, and unsettling series of events. As London is transfixed
with terror at a bloody trail of murder and destruction, Kemp finds himself in its
midst, besieged on all sides—in his friendships, as those close to him fall prey to
vicious assault by an unknown assassin; in his deep attraction to an
unconventional American heiress; and in his own professional respectability, for
who can trust a lawyer who sees things which, by all sane reason, cannot exist?
Can his mundane, sensible life—and his skeptical mind—withstand vampires? Can
this everyday Englishman survive his encounter with perhaps an even more
sinister threat—the white-robed Papists who claim to be vampire slayers?

Real Philosophy for Real People
Sohrab Ahmari was a teenager living under the Iranian ayatollahs when he decided
that there is no God. Nearly two decades later, he would be received into the
Roman Catholic Church. In From Fire, by Water, he recounts this unlikely passage,
from the strident Marxism and atheism of a youth misspent on both sides of the
Atlantic to a moral and spiritual awakening prompted by the Mass. At once a young
intellectual’s finely crafted self-portrait and a life story at the intersection of the
great ideas and events of our time, the book marks the debut of a compelling new
Catholic voice.
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Following Christ
Gift and Award Bible-KJV
Where do you seek God? Are you waiting for him to appear in a monumental, lifealtering event? In God Moments, Catholic blogger Andy Otto shows you how to
discover the unexpected beauty of God’s presence in the story of ordinary things
and in everyday routines like preparing breakfast or walking in the woods. Drawing
on the Ignatian principles of awareness, prayer, and discernment, Otto will help
you discover the transforming power of God’s presence in your life and better
understand your place in the world. Andy Otto found God’s presence in surprising
moments during his life—when, as a Jesuit scholastic, he taught children in Jamaica
and also as he discerned the call to marriage with his wife. By combining elements
of Ignatian spirituality with the lessons that came from his experiences, Otto
identified three practices that helped him find God in all things: Awareness—Gain
an understanding that God is present in the ordinary messiness of our lives such as
battle with depression or sharing in the struggle of a friend. Prayer—Develop a
prayer life using Ignatian practices such as asking for a morning grace and
examining how your prayer was answered at the end of the day. That way you can
focus on a personal relationship with God that finds everyday physical activities
such as making a meal as an opportunity to talk to him. Discernment—The more
you are aware of God’s presence and draw closer to him in prayer, the better you
can learn how to plug into God’s narrative of the world in a way that enables you to
participate in the divine story through the use of your gifts and talents. With God
Moments as a guide, you’ll have a better understanding of how to seek personal
wholeness in the reality of God’s presence in the ordinary and learn to accept his
invitation to participate in his transformation of the world.

Saint Ignatius and the Company of Jesus
The Faith and Life Third Edition series is a minor update to the Revised Edition
series so that all text and liturgical references conform to the implementation of
the new Roman Missal. Revised Edition teachers' manuals may continue to be used
with the Third Edition text and activity books as the changes are relatively few. A
list of changes with side by side textual comparisons to aid teachers using the
Revised Edition teacher's manual is available from the Faith and Life series
website. This Faith & Life activity book is designed for use in the home or
classroom and provides creative activities for review and reinforcement of each
lesson. Through carefully developed and selected activities, the emphasis is on
understanding and putting into practice the teachings of Christ in everyday life.
The Nation's Leading Religion Series Just Got Better! THEME: The history of the
Church--its founding by Christ, its birth in the Holy Spirit, the marks of the one, true
Church, the Fathers and Doctors of the Church, the saints and the role of the
religious and laity up to the present. The structure of the Church Jesus planned, the
role of the Magisterium, the clergy, the religious and the laity and our own
vocations. SEQUENCE: Part 1: The Church. Christ's plan for the Church's structure
and its necessary attributes; the Church's teaching authority. The early Church:
Martyrs, Fathers, Saints and Mary. Part 2: The Christian in the World. Religious and
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laity, Holy Orders, Marriage, and family life; call to holiness. Part 3: The Last
Things. Death, Judgment, the end of the world. AIM: To help the teenager know and
love the Church as Christ's Body and the Magisterium as the sure voice of Jesus, so
that the young person may be strengthened through his life in the Church to face
the confusion and secularism of modern-day society.

A Simple, Life-Changing Prayer
In honor of its fortieth anniversary (1978–2018), Ignatius Press presents a special
Commemorative Edition of one of the most important works written by Joseph
Ratzinger, The Spirit of the Liturgy. This edition includes the earlier classic work
with the same title by Servant of God Romano Guardini, a book that helped
Ratzinger to "rediscover the liturgy in all its beauty, hidden wealth and timetranscending grandeur, to see it as the animating center of the Church, the very
center of Christian life". Considered by Ratzinger devotees as one of his greatest
works, this profound and beautifully written treatment of the liturgy will help
readers to deepen their understanding of the"great prayer of the Church". The
cardinal discusses fundamental misunderstandings of the Second Vatican Council's
intentions for liturgical renewal, especially about the priest's orientation of prayer
to the Father, the placement of the tabernacle in churches, and the posture of
kneeling. Other important topics are the essence of worship, the Jewish roots of
Christian prayer, the relationship of the liturgy to time and space, sacred art and
music, and the active participation of the faithful in the Mass.

Jesus Our Life
You are called to love the Lord your God with all your heart, with all your soul and
with all your mind. This is not an option if we want to be a Christian! It’s a
command of love from God and is an invitation to share in His divine life. We
should hear those words and soak them up desiring to fulfill them in our daily life.
How do we do this? How do we love God with everything we are? To say with all
your “heart, mind and soul” means everything! It means all that we are. Our whole
being. So loving God in the way we are called to requires a very radical
commitment on our part. It requires that we are “all in” so to speak. So, again, how
do we do this? The key is worship! To worship God is to love God in the way we are
called to love. To worship God means that He is indeed the God of our life and
nothing else gets in the way. It means we allow our heart, soul and mind to
become immersed in God and filled with His presence. This is worship. And it’s our
calling in life. Worship is prayer. It’s true prayer. But it’s not only a prayer we offer
at church or at a specific prayer time. Rather, we are called to worship God 24/7 in
all that we do and all that we are. We cannot set specific times of worship and
times when we do not worship. It’s a calling to constantly be in God’s presence
surrendering all to Him. This book is about Worship of the Triune God! There is
nothing more important in life than what is presented here in these pages. Not
because of this book itself, but because of the truths this book shares. There are
two main sections of this book. The first section is about prayer as it is lived in the
Sacraments of our Church. The Sacraments can seem, at times, to be dry, dull and
repetitive. They can, at times, feel like empty rituals that we are “obliged” to do
out of obedience. But when understood and entered into correctly, the Sacraments
become the greatest source of our intimacy with our God. They become personal.
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They become My Catholic Worship! The second section of this book deals with all
other forms of prayer. It highlights various methods as well as the meaning of
prayer. So jump into this book with an open heart and know that God wants to
draw you more closely to Himself in all forms of worship. He wants you to know
and love Him with your whole heart, soul and strength. And the way to do just that
is prayer! About this Series: The My Catholic Life! series is a three volume series
written as a complete summary of our glorious Catholic faith! The goal of these
books is to answer the difficult and deep questions of life in a clear and
understandable way. We need to know who we are and what life is all about. And
we need to know who God is and what He has spoke to us through the ages.
Volume One, My Catholic Faith! is a summary of the Apostles and Nicene Creed.
This volume looks at everything from the creation of the world to God’s eternal
plan of salvation. Other topics include: Afterlife, saints, God, faith, and the Church.
It is a summary of the teaching of the Catechism of the Catholic Church #1-1065.
Volume Two, My Catholic Worship! is a summary of the life of grace found in prayer
and the Sacraments. So often the Sacraments can be seen as dry and empty
rituals. But they are, in reality, the greatest treasures we have! They are God’s
true presence among us! It is a summary of the Catechism of the Catholic Church
#1066-1684 and #2558-2865. Volume Three, My Catholic Morals! is a summary of
the morality itself, knowing how we choose right from wrong, as well as a summary
of all the moral teachings of our faith. It is a summary of the Catechism of the
Catholic Church #1691-2557 Nihil Obstat & Imprimatur granted.

From the Depths of Our Hearts
Loyola Kids Book of Saints
The Jesuit Guide to (Almost) Everything by the Revered James Martin, SJ (My Life
with the Saints) is a practical spiritual guidebook based on the life and teachings of
St. Ignatius of Loyola, the founder of the Society of Jesus. Centered around the
Ignatian goal of “finding God in all things,” The Jesuit Guide to Almost Everything
shows us how to manage relationships, money, work, prayer, and decision-making,
all while keeping a sense of humor. Filled with user-friendly examples, humorous
stories, and anecdotes from the heroic and inspiring lives of Jesuit saints and
average priests and brothers, The Jesuit Guide to Almost Everything is sure to
appeal to fans of Kathleen Norris, Richard Rohr, Anne Lamott, and other Christian
Spiritual writers.

Saint Ignatius Loyola
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